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WA has partly made its own luck
• WA projects strong surpluses and low net debt
• WA’s zero COVID strategy contributed to WA’s economic outperformance

But WA has also been very lucky
• Record high commodity prices have helped a lot
• WA benefited a lot from macro policies calibrated for lockdown states
• The 2018 GST deal is also having a big impact

Will WA’s luck hold into the future?
• COVID is still with us
• Inflation is now on the rise: in Australia and around the world
• China geopolitical risks are intensifying
• Commonwealth finances are under pressure
• State fiscal pressures will rise in coming decades: ageing, climate 
• Time for a WA IGR?

WA Budget: the lucky state in the lucky country
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The WA Budget is in surplus. Notable spending restraint 
in the outyears

Financial year ending 

ForecastWA Government revenue and expenses, per cent of GSP

Source: Grattan analysis of WA Budgets
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WA is the only state government in surplus
Forecasted net operating balance as a per cent of GSP, 2022-23

Source: State Government Budget Papers (WA BP3 p. 4; NSW BP1 p. 4; TAS BP1 p. 7; SA BP3 p. 7; QLD BP2 p. 13; VIC BP2 p. 4)
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WA’s net debt is projected to fall as a share of GSP to 2025

Financial year beginning

ForecastWA net debt as a per cent of GSP

Net debt

Source: Grattan analysis of WA Budgets
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… and is middle of the pack compared to other states
Net debt as a per cent of GSP, 2020-21

Source: Grattan analysis of State and Territory Budgets
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WA’s economy has faired better than the rest of the 
country during COVID
State final demand, index, 100 = Dec 2019

Source: Grattan analysis of ABS National Accounts and Labour Force Survey
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WA’s “COVID Zero” strategy was the best of a bad set of 
choices, at least until vaccines arrived

Source: Grattan analysis of ABS National Accounts and Labour Force Survey
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Change in temporary visa-holders in Australia since 2019
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Source: DHA (2022).

COVID border closures greatly reduced the numbers 
of unskilled temporary migrants in Australia
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Temporary workers, share of industry (All Aus)

Some industries were more exposed to border closures 
than others

Temporary Skilled
Working Holiday

Student
Other Temporary

New Zealand
Public Administration and Safety

Education and Training
Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services

Financial and Insurance Services
Health Care and Social Assistance

Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services
Arts and Recreation Services

Information Media and Telecommunications
Retail Trade

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Construction

Other Services
Wholesale Trade

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Mining

Manufacturing
Transport, Postal and Warehousing

Administrative and Support Services
Accommodation and Food Services
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The hospitality 
industry is heavily 
reliant on students

The agriculture 
industry relies on 
working holiday 
makers

Source: Grattan analysis of ABS Census (2016).
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WA relies comparatively more on migrants in healthcare, 
hospitality and construction
Major industries, share of all workers (Greater Perth Area)
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Financial and insurance services
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Public administration and safety
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Administrative and support services
Transport, postal, and warehousing

Mining
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Professional, scientific, and technical services

Retail trade
Construction

Accommodation and food services
Health care and social assistance
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Source: ABS Australian Census (2016); ABS Census and Migration Integrated Dataset (2016); ABS Australian Census Temporary Entrant and Integrated Dataset (2016). 

Temporary Permanent Born in Australia/arrived before 2000
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WA has partly made its own luck
• WA projects strong surpluses and low net debt
• WA’s zero COVID strategy contributed to WA’s economic outperformance

But WA has also been very lucky
• Record high commodity prices have helped a lot
• WA benefited a lot from macro policies calibrated for lockdown states
• The 2018 GST deal is also having a big impact

Will WA’s luck hold into the future?
• COVID is still with us
• Inflation is now on the rise: in Australia and around the world
• China geopolitical risks are intensifying
• Commonwealth finances are under pressure
• State fiscal pressures will rise in coming decades: ageing, climate 
• Time for a WA IGR?
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WA's budget bottom line driven by strong iron ore prices

Iron ore prices have risen to US$151 / tonne by 
mid-April

Each US$1 / tonne increase in iron ore prices 
adds $81m to the WA budget bottom line

WA Treasury assumes decline to US$66 / 
tonne in the outyear forecasts

Federal Treasury assumes decline to US$55 / 
tonne
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What’s the federation done for us lately? 
Big federal stimulus helped all states bounce back quickly
COVID spending commitments by government in 2020-21, as a % of pre-crisis 
GDP/GSP

Notes: ‘Rescue’ spending incudes measures to help households and businesses stay afloat during the shutdowns (such as JobKeeper). ‘Recovery’ spending 
includes stimulus and other initiatives to create jobs and boost activity (such as JobMaker). Source: Grattan analysis of Commonwealth and state budget papers. 
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What’s the federation done for us lately? Federal stimulus 
calibrated for lockdown states gave an outsized boost to WA
HomeBuilder applications per 1000 population
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Notes: HomeBuilder applications as at 11 Feb 2022 and population as at September 2021.
Sources: ABS National, State and Territory Population; Treasury; Grattan Analysis
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WA Budget benefits massively from the 2018 changes to 
the GST distribution
Impact on GST distributions from the change to the new system, excluding the no-
worse-off-guarantee ($ billions), 2022-23 to 2025-26
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Source: Victorian Government Budget Paper 5.

Without change to GST 
distribution, current WA Budget 
would be forecasting cumulative 
deficits of $7b out to 2025-26
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The debate over the GST may not be over…

Source: Victorian State Budget, 2022-23. Source: NSW State Budget, 2021-22.
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WA inflation is running hotter than the rest of the country
CPI, annual change, March 2021

Source: Grattan analysis of ABS Consumer Price Index
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Further inflationary pressures are building, driven 
largely by international developments

• International supply constraints are the main 
driver

• Conflict in Ukraine
• Zero COVID in China
• Supply chain overhang from 2 years of 

COVID restrictions

• 60% of WA business’ identify supply chain 
disruption as a barrier to growth (CCIWA)

• The Commonwealth is adding ‘fiscal fuel to the 
fire’

• Extra discretionary stimulus of 1%+ of GDP 
in the 2022-23 Budget 
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Growing signs that US / EU inflation is becoming 
entrenched
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Iron ore and concentrates
Natural gas

Coal (metallurgical)
Education-related travel services

Coal (thermal)
Personal travel services

Gold
Aluminium ores and concentrates

Beef
Crude petroleum

Copper ores and concentrates
Professional services

Meat
Financial services

Telecom, computer and information services
Technical and other business services

Aluminum
Wheat

Wool and other animal hair
Other ores and concentrates

Copper
Alcoholic beverages

Refined petroleum
Passenger transport services

Other transport services
Edible products and preparations

Australian exports by % of total export value, type, key risks

China trade tensions are ramping up, but key WA exports 
appear safe

China has picked off those products which:
• Have many alternatives
• Are high-profile in Australia
Not yet restricted but at risk when borders re-open:
• Travel and education 
Less likely to be hit:
• High-grade metallurgical coal and iron ore
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And no evident appetite to raise more revenue 

We will maintain our 
commitment to the [23.9 
per cent GDP] tax cap as 
a form of fiscal discipline, 
and it’s also consistent 
with our values of cutting 
taxes and rewarding 
effort

We have made it very 
clear that we don't have 
any proposals for tax 
increases beyond 
working with other 
countries to make the 
multinationals tax regime 
fairer


